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RECIPROCATING PUMPSCORPORATE OVERVIEW

Dawson Downie Lamont is a company steeped in tradition

with a proud history in manufacturing and engineering that

dates back to 1905.

Beginning life as manufacturers of reciprocating pumps for

the shipyards on the river Clyde, the company has insisted on

high quality operations in all areas of its business.
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This commitment to excellence has seen the development of

independent divisions that share the company’s original

values of traditional, high quality craftsmanship combined

with reliability and superior customer service.

These divisions are:

• Reciprocating Pumps

• Export Packaging & Case Making

• Pattern Making & Reverse Engineering

DDL is now part of FTV Proclad (UK) Ltd which is owned by

Proclad International, one of the world’s market leaders in

the engineering services sector supplying the oil industry.



Dawson Downie Lamont are manufacturers
of reciprocating pumps for the oil & gas,
petrochemical and marine industries
worldwide. 

With over 100 years of experience in pump
technology, DDL offer wide ranging expertise in
the pumping of various liquids. The customer
base of the company has developed since the
early 1900s where it was predominately servicing
the shipyards on the River Clyde and now
includes most of the world's leading oil
companies, EPC contractors and process
equipment packagers. 

Our specialist range of reciprocating pumps are designed,

manufactured and tested in accordance with API 674 and the

Hydraulic Institute Standards. Designs can be custom built to suit

individual customer specification and material requirements.

Our product range includes high pressure Triplex Plunger pumps

for high efficiency, high pressure applications and Double Acting

Piston pumps for high volume, medium pressure duties.

DDL are also one of only a few companies world wide that

specialise in the manufacture of Steam/.Gas Driven

Reciprocating pumps.

DDL provide a full after-sales service including a fully

guaranteed spare parts service. Our customer base is also

supported by a worldwide agency network. 

Spare Parts Service

Dawson Downie Lamont provide a comprehensive back up

service for their pumping systems from replacement parts to

full refurbishment of existing DDL pumps.

Because of the nature of the market and our flexible,

customised approach to customer needs, very few of our

pumps are the same when leaving the plant. It is therefore

vital the correct details of your system are

provided when ordering parts. 

Global Sales Network

Dawson Downie Pumps have been shipped

far and wide during the company’s 100 year

history and to support our extensive client base

we have a comprehensive network of sales agents

stationed nationwide.

To find your nearest agent visit our website at

www.ddl-ltd.com or contact our international

headquarters on +44 (0) 1592 775577.
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